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Preface: A Note on this Book
This booklet is intended as a simplification of two commentaries on art by
Sister Wendy and Francis Schaeffer, as well as musings by the author. It
is a simplification of the period, meaning it doesn’t do full justice to the
history of art.
But many homeschooling parents want to teach valuable insights from
Christian art, and this is designed to help you do just that. For a more
detailed study, there are other books available.
Sister Wendy’s contribution is to show the love of God in art, and she
responds to each painting with a full-hearted appreciation. Reading her
book, you learn to really see.
Francis Schaeffer shows the big movements in the history of the world from
a Christian perspective, and has some good things to add from a
Protestant perspective. Taken together, it gives a well-rounded view.
These thoughts are derived from this reading, and some of them are my
own.
Except during coronavirus, we don’t all have time to read long books on art
history.
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Christian Art: Catacombs

To see the first Christian art, we need to go back to the
early Church. Early Christians met in secret places under
the city of Rome, holding private funerals and burying their
loved ones in niches in the wall. These early Christians
decorated the walls with pictures of their faith, using the
forms of Roman wall painting. We can see pictures of
Jesus the Good Shepherd; pictures of the story of the
slaying of Isaac and the provision of the ram; pictures of
famous saints in the early church. What strikes us is the
immediacy of the pictures. These look like real people, in
the real world. Real sheep, real faces, and real poses.
They tell the story of Christian faith.

Here is the painting that shows us the joyfulness of the
early Christians in the midst of suffering. In this painting,
the three men in the furnace are shown, their arms raised
in worship, almost leaping up in the painting. This painting
is from the Catacombs of Priscilla, in Rome, and dates to
the late 200’s AD or early 300’s.
In that time, Christians were facing their own fiery
furnaces, and these men are perhaps meant to encourage
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Christians to not fear the fire that can only burn for a few
hours, as Polycarp famously said. Look at their raised
arms! They are trusting Jesus in their trial, this picture
seems to say to us.
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Look at this picture of the healing of the woman with the
issue of blood, from the Catacombs of Marcellinus and
Peter, from 300’s AD. There is a tender feeling in the
woman’s shy grasp on Jesus’ robe. Notice the delicacy of
his look backwards at her, his whole attitude of turning
towards her. This is a quiet scene, and it gives us a
feeling of Jesus’ love for the woman, as well as her
courage and humble attitude in reaching out for Jesus’
robe. This is a real woman, and Jesus really cares for her.
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What about this picture? This is
Jesus the Good Shepherd from the
Catacomb of Priscilla from the
200’s AD. Jesus the Good
Shepherd seems to be sowing
seed with his outflung arm;
perhaps the parable of the Good
Sower is represented as well. We
see the ram with his horns lovingly
draped over Jesus’ shoulders, the sheep looking up at him
on the right, the birds over the trees, some ducks sitting in
the tops of the trees.
Not only can we see the balance of the decoration around
the picture, but the gracious and delicate lines of the art
convey a lot in a little. These are faithfully natural
paintings of real people, representing a faith-filled
response to Scripture. The images that meant a lot to
these early Christians are from the Bible, and they
encourage devotion.
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This image from the catacomb is of Jesus with His mother,
Mary, said to be the first picture of Mary nursing baby
Jesus.
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Let’s look at one more, a painting of Jesus with His
disciples. While this picture may seem like a picture of the
Last Supper, it is actually a picture showing Jesus as a
teacher, from the Catacomb of Domitilla in Rome. He is
wearing a Roman toga, showing his authority, and He is
holding onto a scroll, showing that He is teaching the
Word of God. In the gospel of Matthew and Mark, we read
that Jesus “taught as One who had great authority, and
not as the Scribes” (Matthew 7:29). This painting shows
that aspect of Jesus’ ministry.
Here we see some genuine
faces. They almost seem
cartoon-like to our eyes.
The goal of a picture like
this is devotion. These
stories are reminders of the
stories of Scripture, and the
image draws our eyes to Jesus’ face. He is the one we
adore and remember when we see this painting. And we
ourselves can recollect that Jesus has great authority in
our lives.
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Icons in the Early Church: Council of Chalcedon

What was the attitude of the early church toward art? You
may remember that in the Ten Commandments, God
forbade the making of any graven image. He said, “You
shall not make for yourself an image in the form of
anything in heaven above or on the earth beneath or in the
waters below. You shall not bow down to them or worship
them...” (Exodus 20). Have you ever thought about what
that meant, and why God said that? And why do we make
pictures now? What is the attitude Christians have toward
art today, and what does God’s Word say about it?
In the Old Testament, when God gave this commandment
to not make images, He told His people that He was “a
jealous God,” “punishing the children for the sin of the
parents to the third and fourth generation of those who
hate me, but showing love to a thousand generations of
those who love me and keep my commandments.”
God knew that He was bringing them into a land that had
a lot of idol worship. He wanted to keep His people close
to Him, and He knew they were not mature enough to
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know the difference between an image and an idol. So He
kept them pure.
But all that changed when Jesus came to live and die as
one of us. Suddenly, the “radiance of God’s glory, the
exact representation of His being,” was living and
breathing among us (Hebrews 1:3, NIV). Jesus is “the
Image of the Invisible God, the first-born of all creation”
(Colossians 1:15). God’s image is among us, one of us,
yet without sin. As John wrote, He “tabernacled” among
us, becoming flesh, taking our sin, that “might become the
righteousness of God.” The early church taught that since
Jesus is the image of God, we can now visualize pictures
of Him. This was the beginning of Christian art.
In the early church, the paintings were natural pictures of
everyday people in the form of Christian stories and
images of Jesus. They showed a living, breathing faith
that was rooted in living memory. People were living who
knew people that were related to the first Christians.
But in the centuries after that, a new form of Christian
devotional art developed. The paintings were different
from the paintings on the Catacomb walls. Instead of
natural looking paintings of people we might see every
day, and emblems of the natural world such as sheep and
10

trees and ducks, the new paintings painted the inner world
of the spiritual dimension. In the same way that the older
paintings pointed to Jesus, however, these new paintings
had the same goal.
They were meant to draw the gaze to Jesus, and to the
spiritual aspects of our faith. These paintings are called
icons. T
 he word icon means a symbol of some inner
reality meant as an aid to worship. As icons, these
paintings draw our inner gaze to some higher, inner reality
about God. In fact, icon painters are said to be “writers” of
icons, meaning they display the Word of God to us in
picture form.

Here is a picture of the oldest icon surviving today. It is
called Christ Pantocrator, or Christ Almighty, and dates to
the 500’s AD. In this painting, we can see common
elements in Icons. Christ’s stern and somber gaze shows
us that He is the Son of God, fully God and fully man. The
emphasis is on Christ as God.
Do you see the gold halo and the gold of the gospel book
He is holding? The use of precious gold shows us Christ’s
kingliness as well as His holiness. This use of gold
continued into the Middle Ages and beyond as a way to
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show Christ’s holiness. The stern gaze reminds us that
Christ is the judge of the world, from Revelation.
His hand is
formed in the
blessing position,
with His three
fingers touching,
showing that
Christ as God
blesses us with
the blessing of
the Godhead,
God the Father,
God the Son, and
God the Holy
Spirit. The
Gospel book in
His arm shows us
that He died on
the cross for our
sins, and that He
brings salvation;
that His Word is
Life. His lighted
translucent skin
seems to glow
with an inner
light, as He is
Light of the
World. The
shape of His halo is the Omega sign, a reminder that
Christ is Alpha and Omega.
This is a symbolic painting, and the effect is to lift us up
and out of ourselves and our worldly cares, into a world
where Christ reigns in eternal Life. It invites us to worship
Jesus as God’s Son.
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Did Christians view icons this way? In the early days of
the freedom that came with Constantine, many pagans
came to Christ. It may be that these new Christians in
leaving their pagan ways of worshiping the emperor in
their homes may have taken the art forms of Rome and
made them Christian. Instead of worshipping idols, they
took the forms of worship and made it a uniquely
Christian thing. Instead of worshiping an emperor, they
were worshiping Christ as God.
In the 700’s, a new movement against icons in the
Byzantine world changed the feelings of many Christians,
and many icons were destroyed. This is called
Iconoclasm, m
 eaning the movement to destroy icons.
Christians began to feel uncomfortable with the adoration
of these icons, and some began to feel that Christians
were in danger of idol worship rather than reverence for
Christ. Icons were meant to point to Jesus, but some
people felt they were replacing Christ in the hearts of
those who revered them.
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Many icons were destroyed, but in AD 787, at the Second
Council of Nicaea, Christians decided that it was all right
to use icons as an aid to worship, and to revere Christ
through icons, but that it was not all right to worship icons.
Many Christians in the east still use icons today.
This decision about icons may seem like something that
happened long ago, but it opened the door for the worship
of God in art, and this is something that many Christians
today unknowingly rely on.
Needing to go through a stage of purging the use of icons
and returning to something like devotion is something we
can all benefit from. Believing that it is acceptable to view
art with devotion but not worship or idolatry is something
that goes back to decisions which were made in the
Byzantine Empire in the eastern part of the old Roman
Empire.

One famous icon that has many versions today is the icon
Theotokos. Theotokos means “Mother of God.” Many
Christians after the Council of Ephesus used the title of
Theotokos to refer to Mary.
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You might wonder why this title came to be so used.
When the Arian controversy came into the church, many
Christians sought new ways to show that Jesus is fully
God and fully man. Arius taught that Jesus wasn’t always
God’s Son, that He couldn’t be both God and Man at the
same time. At the Council of Nicaea, the Church declared
that Arianism was false, and Arius was excommunicated
from the church. This meant he couldn’t receive
Communion until he repented, that his teaching was false.
Christians after the Council of Nicaea wanted to show how
fully Jesus was God and man at the same time. By
showing that Mary, when she carried Jesus as her baby,
was carrying not only Jesus the
man, but also Jesus God’s Son,
they hoped to emphasize this
point. Jesus was fully God and
fully man.
So many icons came to show this
as well. Tradition says that the
first icon of Mary was painted by
Luke, the Evangelist, as he
painted Mary while attending her.
Luke, tradition tells us, was
Mary’s doctor. We know that he
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spent a lot of time with Mary, because the Gospel of Luke
shares the intimate memories of Mary from Jesus’ birth.
Mary, Luke tells us, “treasured up all these things,
pondering them in her heart” (Luke 2:19). The images of
Mary as God-bearer show her treasuring her son, the Son
of God, pondering these things in her heart.
This image of Theotokos, the Vladimir Theotokos from AD
1100, is typical of the Tenderness Theotokos, or Kissing
Theotokos. Here Jesus nestles into Mary’s arms. As
always in a Mary icon, she is pointing with
her left hand to Jesus, saying, as she said in Cana of
Galilee, “Do whatever He tells you.”
The blue of her robe signifies her peace, the gold her role
as Jesus’ mother. The emblems of Jesus’ suffering to
come are shown on his face, as He already seems to be
embracing His suffering as our Savior.
There is nothing of perspective, or a sense of a real
person in these images. They are spiritual, and they lead
us to worship Jesus and to ponder anew the mystery of
the Incarnation, Jesus coming as a baby to live and die as
one of us, to reconcile us to the Father. But as paintings,
such icons have a flat perspective.
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Before we leave the world of Byzantine art, let us look at
the wonderful art form of mosaics. This mosaic dates from
the Hagia Sophia, and was made in the late 900’s AD. In

this image, we see the use of gold tesserae, or tilted tiles
that reflect light and make sparkle.
The same icon-like qualities are present. The Virgin is
seated holding Christ, and the words on either side
indicate “Mother of God.” The men on either side are
Emperor Constantine, presenting the city to her, and
Justin, presenting the Hagia Sophia to her. This is an
image meant to inspire awe and worship. It is meant to
express truth about God, and about Jesus being fully God
and fully man. It also expresses Constantine and Justin
as emperors under God’s rule, leading a Christian empire.
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Medieval Art: Art that Illuminates

As the fall of Rome meant that the center of the Church
world became Europe, the art we look at from that time
centers around the church world of Europe.
The houses of prayer, called monasteries, became
centers of art and culture in early Christian Europe. Deep
in the Scriptoriums, manuscripts were copied by hand.
Copies of the Bible, ancient Greek philosophical works,
and early Church Fathers’ writings were copied by hand
by monks. And as they copied, they decorated.

Distinctive styles developed. The
Celtic style of the Irish monks is
shown in the Chi Rho page from the
Book of Kells, written around AD
800. The Chi Rho were the first two
Greek letters of Christ’s name.
The intricate swirls and the mythic
Celtic animals swirled in the knots
are common with this kind of art.
Legend says that the saint who
founded the Monastery at Iona
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painted this, but that is not likely. It was painted 200 years
after Columba lived and died. It was probably moved from
Iona to Kells for safekeeping during Viking raids. It was
stolen for its cover, and the book fell into a bog where it
was preserved and found for us to enjoy.
Another Celtic illuminated Bible is the
Lindisfarne Gospel. It has a more
simple design, with less knot-work.
The Lindisfarne Gospel has a simple
devotional quality. This page is the
front page of the Gospel of Luke.
Luke is shown writing the gospel.
Above him floats the angel
associated with Luke, carrying the gospel book in his
hands, a symbol of the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Luke
sits in a medieval chair in a contemplating pose. The clear
colors and the white space around Luke add to the sense
of contemplation and clarity.

At the same time these gospels were painted in Ireland
and Scotland, the kingdom of Charlemagne was becoming
a center of art and culture. In the heart of the Frankish
kingdom, the wealthy Charlemagne rested from his
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conquest of Europe. He had a vast kingdom and many
subjects who were newly baptized Christians.
It was time to build a center of culture. In Aachen, where
Constantine made his kingdom, artists, scholars, and
teachers gathered. The children at court learned to read
and write. Books were written, and the arts flourished.

Aspects of Roman architecture were imported and altered.
The Romanesque style of church architecture with its
rounded arches comes from this time. Byzantine style
mosaics and icons continued in his kingdom. Here we see
the arches and the icon mosaics.
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Do you see the rounded arches? These came from the
Romans, who used the rounded arch in all their buildings.
These are arches from a
Roman Colosseum. You can
see that these rounded arches
are echoed in the window
frames of the chapel as well.
The mosaics remind us of the
mosaics in the Hagia Sophia,
but the draping of the figures is more realistic than the
figures in the Hagia Sophia.
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A new form of script was
developed in Charlemagne’s
kingdom, called carolingian script.
It was easier to write, making the
copywork faster.
Books were copied by monks
under Alcuin in Charlemagne’s
court.

This page from an English Gospel
book from the 700’s AD was stolen by
Vikings and bought back by Alfred the
Great with his own gold. The simple
lines are similar to the Byzantine icon
style. But the simple look is English.
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Some of the most famous illuminated pages of the Middle
Ages come from the Book of Hours of the Duc de Berry by
the Limbourg Brothers, 1405-1408 AD. A book of hours is
a prayer book of the day and the church calendar. Here is
a picture from the Duc de Berry Book of Hours which
shows the famous scene of the Annunciation.
The demure poses of
Mary, bent in humble
prayer and of the angel
with crossed arms and
white lilies, symbols of
Mary’s purity before God,
are quietly worshipful.
The figures in this book
are more realistically
painted. The perspective
on the church in the front
shows three-dimensional
space. The robes of
Mary are lovingly draped.
Over Mary’s head the
Holy Spirit is shown as Jesus is incarnate.
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Let’s end our look at Medieval manuscripts with a picture
of God as Creator of the world. This painting is called God
the Geometer. T
 his was painted in the 1220’s-1230’s AD.
Here we see Christ creating the world. Wearing the
typical blue under red of icons, Jesus is shown with the
cross-shaped halo. But
unlike icons, his feet are
standing on real ground,
stepping out of the
frame into the real
world.
His face is tender,
focused, and lined with
suffering. This is the
God who came down
into our world to take
our sins away on the
cross. He is here
carefully crafting the
world by His powerful
Word. We have come a long way from the simple
drawings on the Catacombs walls, or the icons of the
Byzantine Empire.
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The Transition to the Renaissance: Cimabue

But what was happening back in Italy, in the center of the
former Empire? There were still Byzantine icon paintings
in Italy for hundreds of years. Then a man called Cimabue
came on the scene. Cimabue was a painter from Florence
in Italy.
In this typical Theotokos painting,
Cimabue moves the icon style into a
more realistic painting. Mary has a real
face, holding Jesus in her loving
embrace. And Jesus is sitting on a real
lap in real space.
But it was the young student of Cimabue
who took the artists of Florence to the
next stage. His name was Giotto.
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Gothic Art and the Transformation of Space: Giotto

Giotto di Bondone was a simple shepherd boy, drawing
sheep on a rock with a piece of charcoal, when his teacher
Cimabue ran into him on the road to Vespignano. Seeing
his beautiful sheep, Cimabue brought him back to
Florence with him to train as a painter.
Here is Giotto’s early image of
Mary, called Madonna
Enthroned. Similar to the
painting of his teacher Cimabue,
the Madonna sits on a throne
with disciples around here.
The throne is three-dimensional,
it moves off the board and into
real space. Mary is a real
woman, with solid form. Jesus is
raising his arm in blessing, and is
a solid little baby. The angels are
obviously seen in front of the throne.
In spite of the Byzantine look of the gold, these are real
figures in real space. And there is even the intrusion of
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the natural world in the flowers in the box in front of the
throne. This is a beginning for Renaissance art, holy
things coming into the real world; real world things coming
into holy reverence.
If you remember in the Catacombs painting, Jesus and His
disciples were shown in the real world. In the Byzantine
icon style, holy spiritual things were shown in the spiritual
plane, and the reader of the icon is drawn up into spiritual
space to meet God. In the Renaissance, holy things came
into our world. And Giotto was the first one to make this
happen. Let’s look at another, his most famous work.
One of the most
famous series of
paintings by
Giotto depicts the
life of Christ with
such realism that
it has long been
a favorite with
Christians. Here
is the
Lamentation,
1306.
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In the foreground of this painting, we see the very solid
figures of mourners, sitting on the ground in their grief.
They have their backs to us! That was never done in an
icon! The faces of the mourners we see are realistic
faces. They may have been friends and neighbors of
Giotto. Look at the body language of the disciple
standing, arms outflung in grief and total shock. He is
standing in real space.
And look at the angels, how they
pop off the surface of the fresco.
They are in shock as well, their
faces contorted in shock that
God’s Son has died on the cross.
This is a real painting, set in a
real space, with rocks and trees
behind the grieving figures.

Here is a picture of the entire chapel of
Scrovegni, in Padua, Italy, with the
walls covered by Giotto frescoes. Can
you imagine seeing all these paintings
in real space? That would be amazing!
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Gothic Architecture

Giotto marked the beginning of the early Renaissance,
sometimes called Gothic art. Gothic art is known for its
three dimensional space. This can be seen in changes in
architecture as well as painting. Have you ever heard of
gothic cathedrals? Moving from the rounded romanesque
arches to Norman square towers, taller walls and ribbed
ceilings led to innovations in cathedral buildings.

Here is a picture of
Durham Cathedral in
England. The ribbed
ceiling led the way to
the next phase of
architecture, Gothic
Cathedrals. Do you
see the geometric
arches of the ceiling? Durham was finished in 1133 AD.
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In 1144, the first gothic cathedral was finished,
Saint-Denis in France. With soaring walls and
stained-glass windows, including the first Rose Windows
on north and south ends, this cathedral was the beginning
of the perpendicular style.

Italian Gothic

The growing elements of what would become
Renaissance painting in the Gothic era can be seen
clearly in a series of paintings painted by Pietro Lorenzetti
in Sienna. Sienna was one of the most powerful centers
of Italian culture and influence.
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This painting, The Allegory of Good and Bad Government,
was painted for a civic building. It was commissioned by
government officials, which was something new in the
world of art. Art usually came at the request of the church,
and the church paid artists to paint for their altarpieces
and devotional use. This painting was requested by a
group of Sienna officials.

This first panel is The Effect of Good Government in the
City.  In this panel we see the orderly conduct of the
people living in the city. People are dancing in the
foreground, busy merchants buy and sell their wares.
Workers on the roofs of the building are working hard.
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But when we get to The Effects of Good Government in
the Country, we see new elements in painting. This is

a full landscape of the area around Sienna. Peaceful
people leave the city and enter the natural, cultivated
world, spread out like a patchwork quilt in front of them.
While the painting clearly shows three-dimensional space,
there is not one perspective towards which our eye aims.
There is no fixed perspective. That will come later.
This is a lovely painting in which the elements of a growing
understanding of space and the natural world are shown.
Good government is shown as being under God; it comes
from virtue, and results in peaceful orderly life, in the city
and in the country.
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Northern Gothic

We have looked at Gothic painting in Italy. What about in
the north? In the north, a new medium was coming into
being: the medium of oils. Let’s look at a very important
painting to start with. This is called the Ghent Altarpiece,
by Jan and Hubert Van Eyck, painted in 1432. It is a very
important painting, because it shows us many new things
in the Northern Renaissance.
First, it is possibly the first painting that was painted in the
medium of oil paint mixed directly into the pigments. The
Van Eyck’s were the first to use this medium, and to use a
slow drying varnish. The clear bright pigments of oils
changed art history forever.
Second, there is the attention to the natural world. The
adoration of Christ as the Lamb of God is set in a real
landscape, with trees and mountains in the background.
Third, the detail on the human beings in the painting is
sheer realism. The faces, the bodies, and the perspective
is all realism.
Most importantly, the painting points to the adoration of
Christ. All the perspective in this painting points to the
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Lamb of God, showing the new realism in
perspective in painting that points to one
fixed point rather than a variety of fixed
points. This perspective in this painting
has a spiritual meaning as well, that puts
Christ in the center.
This Lamb of God is the One Who was slain, but is now
living. The Lamb of God is alive on the altar to which
every eye is drawn in worship. And though He is alive, He
is shown as bleeding for our sake, and the blood
streaming into the cup on the altar also shows our
participation in receiving Jesus in Communion. The cross
beyond Him reminds us of the sacrifice He has made for
us.
Above the
painting are
the familiar
images of
God the
Father as
Pantocrator,
which we
saw in
Byzantine art.
But do you
see a
difference?
While God in
this painting is God Almighty, He is shown with a human
face, and with three-dimensional form. He is wearing real
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robes. The gold reminds us of Byzantine art, but this is
realism.
The groups of humans represent all of us, and our varied
response to Jesus. Do you notice the man in blue in the
front of the painting? He is not looking at Christ, but rather
at the viewer. He reminds us to keep our gaze on what
Christ has done for us.
Do you see the tiny perfect palm tree in the back of the
painting? This is a very realistic and detailed tree. And
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the towns on either side of the painting are very realistic
details of real architecture. This is a painting of Christ
placed in the real world, but the intention is the same, to
adore Him.
Poor Adam and Eve on either side are shown in not very
flattering, but realistic light as well. They are naked
because they are not clothed in the robes of righteousness
described as the clothing of the faithful in Revelation.
They are like us, the ones Jesus came to save.
This portrait, by Jan Van Eyck, is a very famous painting.
You may have seen it before. It was a painted memorial
of the bridal couple.
Their names were Giovanni Arnolfini and his wife. There
are many very intentional details in this painting that we
can point out.
Common to many Northern European paintings was the
focus on the interior of the room. This painting takes place
in the bedroom of the couple.
We see the pride of the husband, the sweetness of the
wife. The shoes of the husband have been carefully
arranged on the floor, to show the holiness of this room.
36

This reminds us
of when Moses,
or Joshua, had
to take off their
shoes before a
Holy God. It is
as if the painter
is saying, “God
is in this place.”
The gesture of
the wife, not yet
pregnant,
shows all the
tenderness of a
Theotokos
painting.
Behind the
couple, a mirror
on the wall reflects the painter who is gazing at them and
painting, and the words above the mirror say, “Jan Van
Eyck was here.” He is making a little artist joke on the
couple.
The peaches on the table behind Giovanni show that this
is a fruitful marriage. The dog on the floor shows a
37

playfulness and family feeling of devotion. The richness of
the hangings of the bed and the chair shows their
prosperity.
This is a tender painting of two real people, shown in a
reverent and symbolic way.
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We will look at two religious-themed paintings by Rogier
van der Weyden. This is a picture of Christ’s body being
taken down from the cross, completed in 1438.

The painting shows a perfect balance, with the cross and
Christ in the center. But look at the people in the
foreground.
These are real people, with infinite care being taken to
depict the folds of their garments and the expression on
each face. We feel the grief of each person, but our
attention is completely captivated by the blue of Mary’s
gown, and the anguish of a mother who faints at the sight
of her son’s piercings. As Simeon said to her, “A sword
39

will pierce through your own soul also” Luke 2:35. The
entire subject of this painting is Mary’s grief.
Our second painting by
Rogier van der Weyden
shows the familiar image
of the Visitation. M
 ary has
come a long way to see
her cousin Elizabeth.
Both women lean in
towards each other,
Elizabeth’s head bowed in
honor of Mary.
Each of them has their
hand on the womb of the
other, and it is as if Mary
is feeling Elizabeth’s baby,
leaping in her womb for
joy.
Beyond the women is a grand house. In front of it
Zachariah--a homely detail--is playing with a dog. Beyond
in the valley below we see a tended northern European
valley with a small town in the background.
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The tenderness, the realness of the people, and the
familiar home details make this a work of Northern Gothic
painting. The warm and fruitful sky is something that adds
to the happiness of the painting. This is a joyful, tender
day.
We will look at one final late Gothic painting. This painting
is from the Northern Flemish school of Gothic art, from
Bruges in Belgium. The
Rest on the Flight into Egypt
by Gerard David, c. 1510, is
a beautiful painting in the
tradition of the Theotokos
paintings, but this Madonna
and baby Jesus are set in a
very Northern European
setting.
We can even see Joseph in
the background beating the trees, perhaps gleaning fruit
for his Holy Family. The donkey patiently waits in the
background.
Instead of a still and fixed pose, Mary is feeding Jesus
grapes, a symbol of the Communion cup to come. This is
a charming and restful scene. We will look at another,
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later painting of the flight into Egypt from another Northern
painter, later.

The last piece we will look at for Northern Gothic paintings
is the Isenheim Altarpiece. I nterestingly, an altarpiece
was a series of paintings designed for the front of the altar
in a large church, and was
displayed according to the
church year. In the case of
Matthias Gruenewald’s
altarpiece, the panels could
be opened and shut
according to the display time
of the year.
Here is the first view, Christ on the cross. The unusual
detail of skin afflictions on Christ represents the fact that
this church was for monks who served in a hospital known
for its care of plague victims and people with skin sores.
This is a Christ who can identify with the suffering of these
people. The details are unusual.
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The second view is formed when the wings of the first
view are opened on this painting. It shows Christ
Resurrected, as well as tender scenes from Christ’s birth.
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The first scene is of the annunciation, followed by Mary
bathing the infant Christ. See the details of the bath, the
chamber pot tucked under the bed. The light of God
shines down on Mary from a very apocalyptic sky, and
musical angels play sweet songs to Jesus in the
background.
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The culmination of Gruenewald’s apocalyptic art on the
altarpiece is Christ risen from the dead. Here He is shown
transfigured as God Himself. The imagery from
Revelation, of the Son of God with a rainbow of light
around him, comes to mind. The contrast of the soldiers
fainting at the bottom makes Christ’s joy transfixing. This
is a surprisingly timeless and almost modern piece.
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Italian Early Renaissance

We are now ready to dive into the
Italian Renaissance. Remember
Giotto? He was the first painter to
really understand and paint
people in space. In fact, he was
inspired by the sculpture of his
day. The Pisano brothers were
making sculpture influenced by
classical Roman statuary as well as by Northern European
painting styles, with natural and true-to-life forms.
In the same way, Italian Renaissance art started about
100 years after Giotto lived. The plague had
come and killed many people, but in the
1400’s a new artist came along, named
Masaccio. His art was also influenced by the
sculptures of his day, by the sculptor
Donatello. Donatello studied classical
sculpture from ancient Rome. His figures showed the
human form in accurate ways.
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Donatello’s sculpture influenced all the early Renaissance
paintings, with the emphasis on the human form and
three-dimensional space.

Here is a painting by Masaccio. It is again a familiar pose,
the Virgin Mary enthroned with Christ
Jesus on her lap. It is again showing
roots of Byzantine icons with the gold sky
behind. But instead of a flat look, we
have a very three-dimensional Mary.
She is leaning forward, thinking motherly
thoughts. It is not quite as devotional, but
rather more natural.
And look at Jesus. He is not raising his
hands in blessing. He is a very human
baby, with a funny baby expression on
his face, his fingers in his mouth!
Mary is feeding him grapes,
representing the Communion cup.
This is a baby Jesus we want to pick
up and cuddle.
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Renaissance Architecture

Before we deep dive into Renaissance painting, let’s make
a few comments about Renaissance architecture. The
early shapes of the Romanesque arches had given way to
the Gothic Cathedrals in the north, with their soaring
spires and stained glass windows that pointed up to God’s
glory.
In the south, in Italy, the first
Renaissance architecture came when
Brunelleschi created his magnificent
dome on the Cathedral of Florence.
This was a mathematical feat.
We will see these shapes in the
paintings to come.
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Renaissance Florence

Let’s skip forward to several paintings of the Annunciation.
Each of them demonstrates aspects of a new concept in
Renaissance Art, the vanishing point.
Art had gradually gained more perspective, as we have
seen. There is a sense of space and three-dimensional
solidity in these paintings.
But the vanishing point, or fixed point, was a new concept.
We saw it in the Northern European paintings of Van
Eyck, with the Lamb on the Altar as the point of reference.

Here is a painting that is all about perspective. It is from
the late 1400’s, by Paolo Uccello, a painter from Florence.
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It almost is funny to look at, it is so focused on the one
point, the stag that is being hunted.

Here are paintings by monks in the early Renaissance,
Fra Angelico and Fra Filippo Lippi. Fra Angelico painted
many Annunciation p
 aintings.

Here we see a very humble Mary leaning in to listen to the
message of the angel, who is sharing the good news
about Jesus’ birth. The use of a Romanesque vaulted
ceiling shows us that this is happening in a semi-interior
space. Mary is sitting on a humble stool, and we see the
garden around her. She is in a private outside space,
listening to God and ready to hear the good news.
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Again, while Mary is wearing the traditional blue robe, and
has a golden halo, she is a very real, albeit holy girl.
Here is another Annunciation, 1448-1450, t his time by
another monk named Fra Filippo Lippi. This annunciation
is all the way outside, in the garden on the patio, with the
bedroom behind. Look at how Mary is reading her prayer
book, and the angel is kneeling with a lily for her. Mary is
pulling her skirts up off the ground, and the angel looks
almost human.

The grass is studded with flowers, and we can see every
tile on the patio. This is a natural setting, and Mary is a
real shy country girl.
Before moving on from Fra Filippo Lippi (after all, his
name is fun to say!) we will look at two other paintings of
Mary and Baby Jesus. It is a frequent image for Lippi to
paint as you can see.
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I think you can see that while the pose is
familiar, this painting is so very different
from the reverent paintings of the
Byzantine and Gothic era.
Mary is seated on a throne, with a
shell-like ceiling above her, but look at her
face. She is not paying attention either to
us, saying, “Do whatever He tells you,” nor is she paying
attention to Baby Jesus.
And while this is a very real and human Baby Jesus, after
all, He has rolls of fat and looks like a baby we might
cuddle at home, He is not raising His hand in blessing, is
He? All the same, this human side of Jesus is important
to our faith, and we can remind ourselves that Jesus
knows our frame, He remembers that we are dust (Psalm
103:14), and that He bore our sins on the cross. He was
like in every way as we are, yet was without sin (Hebrews
4:15).
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Here is a final Fra Filippo Lippi painting
of the Madonna with Child and Two
Angels, 1460-1465. This time Mary is
holding Jesus, with an angel behind
and one in front. She is like any mother
at home. A cheeky angel in the front is
“helping,” holding up baby Jesus, but
the effect is of a crowd of children
around Mary’s knee. A very
natural-looking landscape forms the background of the
painting.
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Botticelli and Neo-Platonism

Let us turn our gaze to one of the great painters of the
Florentine artists. His name is Botticelli. Botticelli added a
great deal of emphasis on themes and stories and
characters from pagan Roman times. He was painting in
the new emphasis in Florence on Classical ideas, called
Neo-Platonism.
Plato wrote in ancient Greek times about the greatest
Good, the greatest Beauty, the greatest Truth. He wanted
to understand these things. Many years later, the Apostle
John helped Christians understand Plato’s ideas as
pointing to Jesus Christ our Savior. Plato had talked
about the greatest good being God, and coming from God
the ordering principle of the universe called the Logos, o
 r
Word.
The Logos, he said, comes from God and goes back to
God. Does that sound familiar? John showed that Jesus
is the Word of God. By Him, all things were created. The
Holy Spirit comes from God and fills us. Paul extended
this in Colossians: “All things were created by Him and for
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Him.” However, Jesus became flesh, “and dwelt among
us” (John 1:14).
Neo-Platonism in Florence, however, was less about God
and more about reviving the old ideas in art and painting.
They wanted to show in art that man could use his reason
and practice virtue to reach God’s goodness. They didn’t
fully understand our need for Jesus as Savior.

Botticelli painted two very beautiful paintings that show
this new emphasis in Florence. His paintings include
Roman gods and goddesses and stories. Here is a
famous painting of the start of spring, called Primavera, c.
1482. It is a huge ten foot painting, so try to imagine it
taking up a big space of wall.
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The characters in this painting are Mercury, picking fruit;
the Three Graces dancing in a circle; the goddess Venus
representing the beauty of spring in the center, with Cupid
shooting arrows above her; and Flora bringing flowers in
spring. On the right hand side, the god Zephyr, the west
wind of spring, is chasing Chloris who
turns into Flora rather than be captured
by him. We feel the chill winds of March
when we look at Zephyr. No wonder
Chloris runs away.
The sprigs of flowers on her dress show
her role in
bringing the
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bloom of spring.
Besides the attention to the anatomy of the human form,
we see the real flowers of a Florentine spring, the peaches
above, the primroses beneath. It is almost as if we can
say this is the moment at which the March winds give way
to the garden of delights in April or May.

Let’s turn to the religious paintings of Piero della
Francesca. The Baptism of Christ, painted in the 1450’s,
is a remarkable painting.
It is very balanced as a mathematical work. Jesus
captures our attention in the foreground, standing on the
parted waters of the Jordan River with John the Baptist
beside Him, baptizing Him.
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He is like a column of light in the center of the painting,
and our attention is riveted on Him. See the tree beside
Him? The tree and the angels beyond balance the images
of John the Baptist and the candidate for baptism beyond
him. We almost don’t notice the detail of the man taking
off his robe for baptism.
The Holy Spirit floats above Christ, wings outstretched in
blessing and anointing.
The Umbrian scene behind Christ settles this painting in
the real world of Italy.
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Here is a copy of the painting that shows its mathematical
balance. Everything about the painting is symmetric
without being stagy.
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Venetian Renaissance Art

The Renaissance in Venice took a different form than it did
in Florence. Surprisingly, the artists in Venice had some
contact with artists in the North, and gained by the
exchange. They also were more entranced with light and
with color. That makes sense, since Venice is an island in
the sea, and the interplay of light in the atmosphere has a
big effect there. Venice is also known for its sparkling
colored glass.
Let’s look at a few of the colorful light-filled paintings from
Venice. First, let’s look at a few paintings by Bellini.
Bellini was married to the sister of a famous Venetian
painter, Andrea Mantegna. The two brothers-in-law
painted very similar paintings based on the story of Jesus
praying in the garden. Here is Bellini’s painting of The
Agony in the Garden. Look at the effects of the sky.
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Here Jesus is praying on a rocky outcropping. Behind
him, the disciples sleep in realistic attitudes, lying on the
ground or leaning on an elbow or a rock.
Above Christ an angel holds the cup of encouragement to
Him, an image of what His sacrifice will do to save
mankind through His shed blood. The delicately tinted
clouds hover over the scene in blessing.
But beyond Christ, we see the ominous line of soldiers
and know it will not be long before Christ’s suffering
begins. We are waiting with Jesus. Look at Jesus’ feet.
He is a real man about to suffer, and His agony is set in
the Venetian landscape.
Here is another Bellini painting, The Madonna of the
Meadow, 1500-1505. This is so familiar to us by now, this
image of Mary holding Baby Jesus. It is no wonder it is a
favorite with artists. It brings Christ’s death and
resurrection close to us in the image of Christ our Savior
as a baby, something we can all connect with.
Here is Mary’s tender gaze at Jesus. The paintings of
Bellini bring back the reverence of the Gothic artists. Her
hands are clasped in an attitude of prayer.
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But here Jesus is sleeping, like a natural baby boy. His
hand rests on his breast, and his face has the look of
suffering in death that we might see in a Pieta, o
 r Mary
clasping Christ’s body after His death. But now He is at
rest.
Behind Mary and Jesus, Joseph tends the animals. A
stork on the left side, an image of Christ, is killing a snake,
showing us what Christ has come to do for us. A raven in
the tree reminds us of Christ’s death on our behalf.
The scene behind Mary is a Venetian town, and the sky
above has that quality of atmosphere we see in Venetian
Renaissance paintings. Look at the blue of Mary’s robe,
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and the gold edge, the red under-robe. These are the
jewel-like colors of Venetian painting.

We will look at one final Venetican painting from the early
Renaissance. This is by Antonello da Messina, and is
called Virgin Annunciate, c. 1465.
Here the familiar subject of Mary is
shown in a new light. Rather than
showing her profile in conversation
with the Angel Gabriel, Mary is here
facing us, deep in thought. Her
hand is raised, as if the angel is
addressing her, but we don’t see the
angel. Instead, our eyes are
focused on Mary, caught in the act
of prayer and study, seeing the
angel. Her gaze is downward, inward.
Her eyes are peaceful, and we see this is the Mary who
said, “May it be unto me according to Thy will.” She is
indeed the “handmaiden of the Lord.” Look at the
diaphanous quality of Mary’s scarf. You can almost see
through it. And the clear colors of the Venetian style are
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shown here. Her translucent skin, her filmy veil. It is all
common to art from Venice in this time.
The High Renaissance: Michelangelo and da Vinci

We are now ready to see the art of the High Renaissance
in Italy. The High Renaissance is the period of painting in
which the full flower of the skill of the Renaissance
bloomed. These are the painters you have heard of, like
Leonardo da Vinci, the sculptor Michelangelo, Raphael,
Titian. We will look at these famous paintings with fresh
eyes.
Leonardo is known for his few paintings, in particular the
Mona Lisa, 1503, a
 nd The Last Supper. But did you know
he was also an inventor and a math genius? So many of
his ideas didn’t come into fullness until much later, like his
work on flying machines. But if he were only known for his
paintings, he would still be shining in the sky of artists.
Let’s look at Christo Salvator, t he newest Leonardo to be
discovered. This was painted towards the end of his
career, when he was doing experiments in rock crystal.
Here we see the figure of Jesus. Like icons we have seen
before, and like the illumination of Christ as Geometer,
Jesus is wearing a blue robe with a red over-robe. The
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cross shape of the red trim reminds us of Christ’s passion,
by which He saved us from sin. The globe in Christ’s
hand is shining with flecks of light, reminding us of the

stars in the sky. He is “sustaining all things by His
powerful Word” Hebrews 1:3 NIV.
This painting was assumed to be lost; in fact, many
painters have painted copies of this painting over history,
and one of these copies turned out to be the real one. It
had been painted over so many times that the real
painting was hidden underneath.
When it was restored, the restorer found a clue that it was
the real painting. Jesus’ thumb had been moved from its
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original position. No good copyist would do that! When
the painting was restored, it was without a doubt an
original Leonardo.
Let’s look at a painting by Leonardo’s rival, Michelangel.
Michelangelo is known as a painter because of his work
on the Sistine Chapel in Rome. But he is more known as
a Sculptor. His famous sculpture of David stands in
Florence as a signpost to the humanism of that city.
Humanism is the movement in Italian culture that said that
man in himself can become better, and that he is at the
center of his world. Through his own efforts, virtues, and
works, he can reach towards God.
Humanism became a problem in time, as you will see.
The effects in art we have seen. There was a focus on the
human side of Christ in paintings. There was an emphasis
on nature and the human form. And there was a return to
storylines from ancient Greek and Roman tales. We
haven’t looked at many of these, because they aren’t as
amazing as the Christian art of the time, but this is part of
the Italian Renaissance.
This is the most famous image from the Sistine Chapel.
The Sistine Chapel featured images from the Biblical story
of creation, surrounded by Biblical prophets and the
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characters of Greek Mythology, the Sibyls or seers, who
looked forward to Christ’s coming. We will look at this
most famous image, God creating Adam.

The resplendent figure of Adam leaning back as God
finishes His work in creating him is shown in all its detail
as a monument to God’s crowning creation. God is about
to hurry back into Heaven with His angel train, and Adam
is about to stand up and take dominion over the creation
God has made. It is a very humanistic view of creation,
but it also displays the grandeur of God.
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Speaking of grandeur, here is an image of the ceiling as a

whole. It must have taken Michelangelo immense effort to
plan this out.
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The final mainland Italian painter we will discuss is
Raphael. Raphael was from central Italy, Umbria. He is
known for his clear colors. Here is a painting of the
Madonna and child, called The Alba Madonna, c. 1510.

The Alba Madonna t akes us back to the works we have
seen before. In this image, as in Leonardo’s Virgin on the
Rocks, M
 ary is shown holding Jesus with John the Baptist.
The role John will play is depicted as he holds the cross,
but look how Jesus is embracing His coming work as our
Savior.
Jesus is taking up the challenge. Mary is shown wearing
warrior sandals, and her pose, as with Jesus’ pose, shows
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her as a warrior for Jesus. She is seen in her strength,
holding onto the Word of God.
The entire painting is shown against the backdrop of
Umbria.
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We cannot leave the paintings of Raphael until we touch
on a gigantic work called The School of Athens,
1510-1511. This painting, hanging in the Vatican, shows
the influence of the Classical on Italian Renaissance
painting.

In the center of this 25 foot painting, surrounded by the
philosophers of the School of Athens, stand the two
greatest philosophers of this age: Aristotle and Plato.
Aristotle is pointing forward, toward the particular things
around him, and Plato, the philosopher of the ultimate
Good, is pointing up. It is as if the painting shows the two
ways of looking at things, up to God, or toward the
particular. The vision of the Renaissance in Italy was to
look to the particular (Schaeffer .
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The High Renaissance in Venice: Titian and Tintoretto

As we have seen before, the Renaissance in Italy was
more about form, and the Renaissance in Venice was all
about color. The High Renaissance carried this same idea
forward in Venice.
The great painter of the Venetian High Renaissance was
Titian. You may have heard of “Titian hair.” Titian hair is
a particular shade of red that was common in his
paintings.
We are going to look at a famous scene depicted in a
Titian painting, Noli me Tangere, c. 1512. Noli me
Tangere m
 eans Touch me Not. It is the scene of the
meeting between Mary Magdalene and the Risen Christ
Jesus in the garden.
Mary has come to see the empty tomb, and she is crying
to herself. She asks Christ, whom she imagines is a
gardener, if He knows where they have taken her Lord.
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We can see the pathos of Christ pulling away from Mary,
whom He loves, and Mary’s reach towards Jesus. He is
carrying the staff, her Good Shepherd, and reminding her
that He must return to the Father. The Venetian sea and
sky add to the sense of warm, moist atmosphere in this
scene. It is all beauty and warmth. The tension of Christ’s
movement away from her is balanced by the tree behind
Him.
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Tintoretto is the last Venetian painter we will look at. This
painting of Christ at the Sea of Galilee combines all the
elements we have come to love in Venetian painting with
the vigor of an Italian painting of form. Tintoretto offers us
Jesus walking across the sea of Galilee at the exact
moment when Peter is getting out of the water. Jesus is
raising his hand in authority over the waves, inviting Peter
to come to Him at one and the same time.

The light emanates from Christ as well as the stormy sky.
The waves are full of movement yet strangely still for
Christ. The perfect leaves on the right of the painting
show the stillness of the peace that Jesus is bringing.
From the shape of the sail, a balance to Christ’s arched
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back, we see that the wind is still blowing, but for Christ
the waves are still.
This painting has all the atmosphere of a Venetian
painting and all the action of an Italian painting.
Italian Mannerist Painting and El Greco

The final era of Italian Renaissance painting takes us to
the Mannerist style. The Mannerists exaggerated all the
previous aspects of Italian form and Venetian color. The
emphasis is on movement and form and color. Here is an
example of the Deposition, o
 r scene showing Jesus being
taken down from the cross after He died on the cross for
our sins. This painting, by Pontormo, c.
1525-1528, shows this Mannerist style in
all its emphasis on color, form, and
movement. It is almost overdone isn’t it!
The colors are perfectly balanced, the
emphasis is on Christ’s body and the
face of the disciple who holds Him up.
Mary’s outstretched agony is balanced
by Christ’s body on the lower left. A
woman in pink is rushing to comfort Mary in blue, and the
man holding up Christ is likewise lit with pink light. Christ
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alone is shown in yellow, picking up the gold of the hair
and the gold of the youth’s clothing.

The agony on the youth’s face helps us
focus our feelings as we experience
this painting.
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The Mannerist Style of El Greco

The culmination of this Mannerist Style is the art of El
Greco. El Greco was trained as an icon writer on the
Island of Crete, and this is where he gets his name, “The
Greek.”
All of his paintings have an icon-like quality, in that the
way the figures are formed conveys a spiritual reality. The
bodies and faces are elongated, suggesting that they are
spiritual beings. Bright blues, reds, and yellows convey
the meaning of these pieces.
This painting, El Salvador, 1608-1614,
depicts another version of Christ as
Salvador Mundi, Savior of the World.
He is holding the globe of the world
under his left hand, and raising his
right hand in the typical three-fingered
blessing of God the Father, God the
Son, and God the Holy Spirit.
The rich folds of his red gown indicate His saving work on
the Cross, the blue of his outer robe suggests His peace
as Savior of the World, and the light emanating from his
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skin and forming a halo around him allow us a glimpse of
His holiness. By making his neck, face, and hands longer
than normal, El Greco is leading us up into contemplation.

El Greco’s Madonna and Child with St.
Martina and St. Agnes, 1597-1599,
reminds us of the Madonnas we have
seen before, but just barely.
She is seen seated on the clouds, with
the angels holding her up, holding
Jesus. She seems to dandal a hand
with Him, showing their trusting and
peaceful relationship.
The saints below are contemplating
the relationship of Jesus to Mary, and
they draw us into the same act. The elongated necks and
forms draw us up, up, to Mary and Jesus. The halo of
light behind her is a natural light forming a halo.
The rich hues of red and blue make a rich throne for Jesus
to sit on, and remind us of Mary’s mantle of blue peace
around Jesus, and the Passion of His Cross.
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Northern Renaissance: The Reformation

When we think of the Northern
Renaissance, it is important to
remember that the great church
reformer Martin Luther was born while
Leonardo da Vinci was still alive and
painting his glorious paintings. While
da Vinci pointed to the limits of
classical humanism, another man was
living in a city in Germany, exposing
the limits of the Papal world of the
early 1500’s.
Martin Luther Portrait by Cranach 1528

Nailing 95 Theses to the door in Wittenberg may not have
seemed to Luther like a revolutionary act, but showing that
anybody reading his Bible might interpret things differently
than the church had wide-reaching effects.
Luther was one man of the Reformation, but these same
ideas were everywhere. People were reading their own
Bibles, and coming up with their own understanding of
what God’s Word had to say to them: about salvation,
about pleasing God, and about the Church.
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It was the time for change. Many people had begun to
think outside the world of the Middle Ages. Painting had
changed with its realistic style. With the invention of the
printing press by Gutenberg, the slow but steady printing
of God’s word in readable print showed people who were
beginning to think about God’s Word in new ways that
they could find for themselves what God was saying to
them in His Word.
In the south of Italy, the Renaissance was a rebirth of a
return to classical Greek and Roman ideas and storylines.
In the north, the Renaissance was a new interest in what
God’s Word had to say about life. And in this different
atmosphere, the paintings were different.
There was the same interest in the natural world, but
missing were the scenes of a pagan classical world. In
the north, there was no painting of the rebirth of Venus, or
the start of spring as a gift from Roman gods.
Rather, there were paintings from Bible stories set in a
natural world, a new interest in the natural world in
landscape paintings, a focus on everyday people, and a
focus on the individual shown in realistic portrait paintings.
Let’s look at an example of each of these.
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Let’s look at a painting from the Northern Renaissance
that combines the new emphasis on landscape painting
with the stories of the Bible. This is a painting by Pieter
Bruegel in 1563, again with oil paint on a wooden board.
This is a Scripture-based painting, showing the story of the
flight of Mary and Joseph and Baby Jesus into Egypt.
But different from an icon of the same story, this painting
is a landscape painting. In spite of the Christian Bible
story, it almost doesn’t need the figures in the front to have

meaning. It is a story in a setting that is utterly natural, the
green and forested world.
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In spite of the Bible story, we almost don’t need these
fleeing figures to convey the meaning of the painting,
which is the flight from what is ominous and foreboding,
shown by the dark and gloomy cave and the raven on the
dead tree on the lower right side of the painting. Ahead,
all is light. There is a new vista ahead, shown by the
luminous light of the afternoon sky.
The land is all shown in gloomy browns and blacks,
whereas the sky and sea ahead are depicted in beautiful
blues. To contrast with the blue of the sky and water,
Mary’s cloak is a burnt red color, pointing to the passion of
Christ on the cross. The branch of the tree they are
passing is formed in the shape of a cross, again pointing
to Jesus. Joseph’s back is to us, and he is bent forward,
as if in strain to pull his family to safety. In tiny detail, two
small salamanders are trod underfoot by the fleeing
donkey, showing Christ’s victory over the devil on the
Cross.
This is a very real, small and vulnerable family fleeing the
evil schemes of Herod against a landscape reminiscent of
the Alps in Northern Europe.
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Let’s turn to the world of Northern Renaissance portraits.
This first one is included just for fun, but it shows the move
from religious icon to utterly
natural world painting. This
portrait is a portrait of a different
kind. Instead of a person, this is
a detailed image of a rabbit.
Hair for hair, this hare is shown
in painstakingly accurate detail.
Every muscle quivers on its
side, you can almost see it, still
in terror, afraid to move a
muscle, as it poses for the artist. The softness of the fur
and every whisker is denoted. Never before had such
effort been applied to God’s natural world in art.
Here is another portrait by Durer,
this time it is a self-portrait
painted in 1498. That had never
been done before, but Durer did
several self-portraits. In this
painting, he shows himself as a
man of fashion and wealth. The
natural landscape is shown
behind him, with the light daylight
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sky beyond portraying a sense of ease.
Before we leave the world of the Northern Renaissance,
let us look at a religious painting, and at a picture of
everyday life.
This painting is very well known, you may have seen it

before. It is called Peasant Wedding, by Pieter Bruegel.
We looked at his painting when we looked at the
landscape painting of the Flight from Egypt. In this
painting, a calm and passive bride sits at the table on the
right side of the painting, but nowhere is the groom seen.
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All around are the swirling figures of celebrating peasants.
Soup bowls are being carried in on a door, a man stands
ready to play the bagpipes, and in the foreground, a very
small boy is eating bread. It looks as if the musician has
just heard someone call his name.
It is a picture that anyone might have taken during their
wedding reception, it is a candid shot. But Pieter Bruegel
the Elder took the time to paint this picture, and we have it
to look at. It shows the idea that the common man is
important, an idea that came from this time of
Reformation, when anyone could read his Bible for
himself. God cares about the little people, this painting
seems to say.
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The change from the early paintings of the catacombs, to
the icons of the Byzantine Christian church, to the
illuminated manuscripts, the dawning of realism, the
rebirth of the Italian Renaissance, and finally to the realism
and tenderness of Northern Renaissance painting has
been a complete transformation.
Along the way, we see devotion to Jesus change from
simple paintings to more realistic art. Some things have
been lost along the way, and some other things gained.
What do you think about this art? Which is better, the
simple worship paintings of the catacombs? The icons?
The realistic landscapes or portraits? How do you worship
Jesus when you look at art? What brings God the most
glory? And, perhaps the best question of all, what specific
trait or glory to God do you see in each ear of art? Pick
your favorite and write about what you like best about it.
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These are questions that you can think about as you look
at these paintings, again and again.
As a final note, this booklet is a distillation of thought from
Francis Schaeffer’s How Shall We Then Live and Sister
Wendy’s The Story of Art. To learn more about the art of
the Italian Renaissance, this book is highly recommended
for its story-telling style and appreciation for the beauty of
art as well as the devotion to God in art.
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